accounts for manipulations on translated texts for children, e.g. the change of text genre to adapt it to preferable models in the target system, disrespect for the integrity and complexity of the text, ideological and stylistic adaptation; however, the status of children's literature is changing in the direction of an independent, fast-developing branch of research, cf. Borodo 2006); • the age-specific addressees either as implied or real readers (considering children's imperfect linguistic competence, their limited world knowledge and pedagogical criteria).
Analysing the development of CLTS, one could notice a shift from conservative approaches (focus on the method of translation and on the status of children's literature) to liberal ones, concentrating on readers' interaction with the translated text. This "methodological shift from source orientation to target orientation" (Tabbert 2002, 303) was consistent with changes in the field of translation studies, a reflection of the so called "cultural turn". Translation is no longer considered a purely linguistic matter. Rather, it is affected by social, cultural, economic and political factors.
The most obvious examples of the last two items could be the structure of the marketplace, influenced by the phenomenon of globalization (the domination of Anglo-American media conglomerates and imitating their publishing policy in other countries); or by political situation (in Poland under the communist rule, translations e.g. from English were not popular or positively reviewed).
The cultural aspect and its influence on the shape of translation cannot be overestimated. Danuta Urbanek (2004) , following Jacquemond (1992), assumes that the mode of translating literary works reflects the power relations between the source text and target text culture: a weaker (subordinate) culture translates more from a stronger (hegemonic) culture, and translations are read on a large scale. By their (intentional or not) choice of strategies, translators seem to have a power of shaping the image of the source language culture among readers of the translation. Hejwowski (2004, 96 ) presents examples of omitting proper names in translations from Polish into English, which is more common than the other way round, presumably because of the smaller popularity of Polish culture compared with English culture, whereas Yamazaki (2002) considers the criterion of intercultural power balance in analysing translations from and into Japanese, English and German.
When studying translated children's literature, social and pedagogical factors come into the foreground. Children's books do not only provide entertainment and help develop children's reading skills. Read "at an early stage of socialization process" (O'Sullivan, Reynolds and Romøren 2005,17), they convey knowledge about the world, about values, customs and accepted behaviours (Puurtinen 1998) . They can be used to shape identities, values, cultural expectations. It may be assumed that every book has an implicit ideology (Puurtinen 1998) , and in the case of translated literature it is the translator who interprets (and potentially changes) the author's ideology.
Also, it has to be observed that children's literature is subject to different kinds of censorship, often justified on pedagogical grounds (interesting examples can be found in: Adamczyk-Garbowska 147-158 and Shavit 1986, 121-124) or resulting from children's assumed incapability of understanding. Texts translated for children have been often treated with great liberty. Such an attitude could be explained by Zohar Shavit's polysystem theory, according to which children's literature has a specific, peripheral position in the field of literature, which entitles the translator to "manipulate the text in various ways by changing, enlarging, or abridging it or by deleting or adding to it" (Shavit 1986, 112) .
In the light of the tendencies and aspects of children's literature translation, I would like to consider one particular aspect of translation, which often raises controversy, that is, anthroponyms. Anthroponymy, i.e. the study of 'the names of human beings' (the word 'anthroponym' is derived from two Greek words: anthropos, 'man', 'mankind' or 'person' and onoma, 'name'), may be subdivided into individual or personal names and group names, and -in literary works -encompasses names of personified animals and fictitious creatures as well (the concepts of personification and humanization are described in detail in Krzeszowski 1997 , 162, Dobrzyñska 1984 . There are many different types of anthroponyms to be found in various societies around the world, e.g. personal names, surnames, clan names, patronyms, tekonyms, nicknames, ethnonyms.
In general, the main function of names is to identify, and their meaning is the object they signify (Frege 1977, 130). There has been a long discussion on whether names are meaningful or not meaningful (more on this issue in Berezowski 2001 , 92, Aschenberg 1991 . Some researchers believe that proper names are indifferent to the notion of meaning in general (they do not have to mean anything to fulfill their primary function, which is identification; sometimes, though, a name is given deliberately to characterize a feature of the object named, e.g. Blackie for a black cat, and is meaningful). Moreover, names have connotations, which are independent from and come later than the act of name-giving, e.g. Warsaw has a connotation "the capital of Poland", which was not present when the name was given to the original settlement). Names can also carry grammatical meaning (e.g. gender).
Names in a literary work are specific: it may be guessed that behind most names there was an author's intention. Proper names in literature fulfill identifying, fictionalizing and characterising functions (Debus 2002, 73-90) . The first function has been explained above; the fictionalizing role of names consists in bringing the reader into "a second world", a fictional one. Names can also play a descriptive role, revealing some aspects of a given literary character (sex, age, nationality, sometimes personality traits or appearance, etc.). Names in translated literature have an additional function, namely, they reveal the existence of the "cultural other" (Hejwowski 2004, 93) , and signal the reader that the text originated in a different culture.
How to translate anthroponyms in literary works? Although the usual modus operandi is to transliterate/trancribe them (if the target and source language have different alphabets), or to transplant them into the target language, leaving them in their original form (Zaliwska-Okrutna 2002), translation is also acceptable, sometimes even recommended (which would not be possible with real-world anthroponyms). This is especially the case when a given anthroponym interplays with a common word (in didactic or satirical literature, or in symbolic texts, where names have an intentional meaning). Then the translator's task is to reconstruct in the target language the meaning, and, if possible, connotations the name evokes in the source language.
The problem of transplanting or translating names can be interpreted not only at a purely linguistic matter. Akiko Yamazaki argues that replacing foreign names with more familiar ones not only shows "a lack of respect toward other cultures" but also "deprives child readers of the chance to realize the wealth of cultural diversity that surrounds them" (2002, 53) . In her article, she decidedly opposes the idea of "cultural context adaptation" (that is, translating names in order to adapt a book to the target culture and facilitate its reception by the child reader, or using the strategy of localizing). After Klingberg (1986, 12), she states that any such adaptation falsifies the original and results from the lack of respect for children and for other cultures. The change of names "creates a false impression of a homogeneous world" (Yamazaki 2002, 60) and discourages children from the foreign. Moreover, it makes children unaware of entering a different system (a book which originated in a different culture and language and which may require a different mode of reading) and deprives them of "the perspective into another culture" (op.cit. 57). ZaliwskaOkrutna (2001, 253) stresses another aspect of name-changing: when replacing a name with its equivalent in another language, we at the same time modify the character's nationality, sometimes their age and personality.
On the basis of previous considerations, then, it may be assumed that the translation of anthroponyms (which are culture-bound items) reflects four phenomena: the position of a given literature within the literary polysystem; the translator's attitude towards the readers of the translated text; the power relations between the source and target language culture; and finally -the changing notions of the role and tasks of translation.
I decided to analyse Polish versions of English children's literature texts from the point of view of anthroponym translation. Seven translation series were chosen for the study; each consisting of the English version, one Polish translations from before the Second World War, and one published in the 90s or the first decade of the 21 st century. Both periods are exceptional for English books in translation: it was in early 20 th century and in the interwar period that translations from English dominated the market of translations (Adamczyk-Grabowska 1988, 42); in the 1990s, after the collapse of communist censorship in Poland, came the second revival of translations from English.
Altogether, more than 300 translated anthroponyms were collected. They were divided into four categories: realistic names, realistic surnames, intentional names (names which were used in wordplays; onomatopoeias, neologisms; or when the author's intention of stressing a particular aspect of a given character is clearly visible), and names of authentic, historic figures. Nationalities (group anthroponyms) were not accounted for, as they are always translated and not so specific as anthroponyms mentioned above.
The two tables below present four anthroponym groups according to the strategies used by the translator. The division of strategies is based on this presented by Hejwowski (2004, 92-93) , with small changes: 0. The English and Polish anthroponym function in the same form in both languages (e.g. AdaAda, Robert -Robert, etc.). 1. The anthroponym is left in its original version (transplanted or reproduced; e.g. Shelley, Mannering, George). 2. A small modification in spelling or diacritics is introduced (e.g. Marmaduke -Marmaduk, Solomon -Salomon, Jip -Dýip). 3. The anthroponym is translated: a) with an acknowledged equivalent (e.g. Jane -Joanna, Victory -Wiktoria, John -Jan) b) with an equivalent invented/chosen by the translator (e.g. The Barbary Dragon -Smok Berberyjski or Smok Barbarii; Malcolm the Bold -Úmiaùy or Zuchwaùy; Sooty, a chimney sweep -Smoluch or Sadza; in each case, several options are available, from which translators choose one or invent their own) c) with a non-equivalent which is not a proper name (hyperonyme or periphrasis; e.g. Cupid -boýek miùoúci; Mr. Kimsey -aptekarz; the Ethiopian -czarny czùowiek, etc.) 4. The anthroponym is replaced with a non-equivalent proper name (Dicky -Olek, NoeloninurisNabuhodonorozius, Cecco -Mundzio, Mildred -Inka). 5. The anthroponym is omitted. As can be seen, the most popular strategy in pre-war translations was omitting. In translating realistic names, the widest spectrum of strategies was used. Dominant strategies were: omitting, translating with an acknowledged equivalent, and replacing with a non-equivalent name, although reproduction and modification were also used. A frequent use of diminutive name forms can be observed. Surnames were usually reproduced, whereas intentional names were either omitted or translated with an equivalent chosen by the translator, and authentic names were translated with an acknowledged equivalent. Table 2 focuses on translations coming from the recent period.
What strikes in Table 2 are the empty spaces under 3a, 4 and 5, i.e. the lack of omitting, replacing with a non-equivalent proper name or with a non-equivalent which is not a proper name. Also, no diminutive forms were used. A prevailing strategy in the case of proper names was reproduction, some names were substituted with an acknowledged equivalent. Reproduction is the only strategy in the case of realistic names. Intentional and authentic name rendering is similar to that presented in Table 1 .
It seems to be worthwhile to mention specific examples of anthroponym translations in given translation series. Rogoszówna (Barrie 1913 Zaleska (Burnett 1907 ) often omits surnames, replacing them with periphrasis: Mr. and Mrs. Kimsey -aptekarz z rodzinà, Jane Shorts -pokojówka Joanna, Miss Perkins -modniarka. In Ùopatka's (2000) translation, all surnames are retained: pan i pani Kimsey, Jane Shorts, pani Perkins.
Interesting comparisons can be made in the group of intentional names, e.g. those coming from Through the Looking Glass 2 : Jabberwocky -Jablerwock -Dziwolaek; Tweedledum and Tweedledee -Klaps i Klops -Tarabum i Tarabim; Humpty-Dumpty -Wañka-Wstañka -Krótszy Grubszy; Haigha and Hatta -Saiga i Satta -Hajor i Hatta; or from Peter and Wendy 3 : Red-handed JackKrwioýerczy Szakal -Czerwonoraeki Jack; Tinker Bell -Srebrnodzwonka -Cynowy Dzwoneczek, Nibs -Bezzàbek -Stalówa, Slightly -Dzióbek -Kruszyna. A detailed analysis and comparison of translators' techniques would be a very interesting task and in some cases was undertaken by researchers (e.g. Urbanek (2004, 187-200) focused on three Polish translations of Alice in Wonderland), however it cannot be done here for lack of space. Authentic names were usually rendered with an acknowledged equivalent, which is consistent with their usage outside literature.
In the first group of translations, one notices examples of adding anthroponyms. In The story of Doctor Dolittle, the expression "work hard" was changed into "harujcie jak murzyni"/"work as hard as the black" (Lofting 1934 ); Jel (Nesbit 1925) introduces comparisons with Robinson and other fairy-tale characters (Waligóra) which were not present in the original.
The general conclusion is that translators at the beginning of the 20 th century approached the text with greater liberty than their successors at the turn of the 20 th and the 21 st centuries. This seems to reflect the phenomena described above: the more independent position of children's literature within the literary system, the cultural turn in the translation studies (diminishing role of cultural context adaptation); the rising respect and trust towards the child reader, who is offered foreign names to a larger extent than one hundred years ago.
However, the tendency to transplant anthroponyms may be interpreted in a different way, namely, as a manifestation of the hegemony of English in the intercultural power balance. This issue would require further research; here I will limit myself to a brief and selective analysis of All in all, it is important that children's literature is treated equally with other literary works, also as regards translation. If one of its function is "building bridges between cultures", it seems essential that its translations retain as much original flavour as possible, and help familiarize the young reader with foreign (or "other") culture, which can be achieved, among others, by showing respect to names in their original form.
ANTROPONIMØ VERTIMAI VAIKØ LITERATÛROJE XX AMÞIAUS PRADÞIOJE IR XXI AMÞIUJE
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